
These mainstay low speed scrubbers, Cyclone S380/S401 
is all you need for most cleaning, scrubbing and regular 
stripping tasks. As for heavy duty tasks, rest assure that 
S401 will be fully capable of taking care of them too. Both 
models effectively removes non-permanent floor coatings 
and stains like rubber marks and ingrained oils. They 
features a low profile motor and scrub deck to clean under 
furniture and fittings.   

 
This unit is great for 
• Wet scrubbing hard floors, Spray cleaning 
• Stripping floor finish 
• Carpet shampooing and bonnet cleaning 

A whole host of other features include:  
 PVC handle casing is fibre glass reinforced to sustain drops and hard knocks without breaking 
 5 amps power socket allows easy integration of vacuum cleaner or foam generator 
 Safety starter switches protects against accidental activation by passers-by 
 Powder coated aluminum alloy body is attractive, tough and rust proof  
 Safety micro switch prevents starting of machine in unsafe upright position 
 Smooth running and quiet, ideal for environments such as schools and hospitals 

 
From general purpose scrubbing & stripping, to sanding cement floors, to high speed polishing, to diamond 
grinding of stone floors; there is a CYCLONE model with the right accessories and  KLENCO chemicals for 
every floor maintenance requirement. 

KLENCO Cyclone single disc machines are designed to deliver effective, user-friendly floor maintenance, and built 
to provide years of reliable use. 
 
At the heart of these machines are custom made class H (180○ C) rated insulation, dust sealed, maintenance free 
motors that assure long service life.  These are mounted off-centre to offset brush torque and provide optimal 
balancing, thus minimizing operator fatigue. Power transfer is gear-driven for greater traction and efficiency.  

Low profile motor and separate 
capacitor housing for better cooling 

Fibre glass reinforced PVC handle 
with integrated accessory power socket 

Helical gear system ensures 
linear torque on brush drive 

Perfect for 
• Burnishing on all hard floors coated with a floor finish   
  compatible with ultra-high speed polishing 

 
 

Cyclone U420 High Speed Burnisher is able to 
burnish every surface in wide-open spaces to tight, 
congested areas with great ease. It is equipped 
with the following features: 

High Speed Burnisher 

Heavy Duty Floor Scrubber 

RECOMMENDED 

Extra Heavy Duty Floor Scrubber 

Take a step up with the Cyclone S510. Employing the 
principle that greater pressure produces better and quicker 
cleaning results, this workhorse utilizes a more powerful 
motor to drive and sustain its greater (57kg) weight. It does 
almost everything that standard scrubbers do, only faster, 
and also performs heavier applications like sanding floors.  

Built stronger to perform better and last longer. Simple idea, 
outstanding results!   

Perfect for 
 Sanding and smoothing new cement floors 
 Crystallization of marble and terrazzo floors 
 Stripping old, multi-layered floor finish 
 Cleaning, scrubbing and stripping jobs on hard floors 

* Not suitable for carpet due to its heavier weight 

Nothing beats the appearance of a properly wax finished 
floor, especially one that is well polished or spray buffed to 
a high gloss.  The Cyclone P450 does just that, delivering 
excellent results on all floor types such as vinyl, wood, 
cement and various stone. The handle of the P450 also 
allows easy mounting of a vacuum unit for use in areas 
where dust control is critical.   

Use it for 
 Spray buffing and polishing 
 Spray cleaning 
 Light scrubbing 

High Speed Polisher 

Cyclone G680  are heavyweight industrial floor machines. 
They are also ultra-efficient for regular hard floor jobs like 
scrubbing, stripping and sanding. The low noise level 
makes them most suitable for hospitals, office buildings 
and other noise sensitive environments. 
 
Ideal for 
• Crystallization of marble and terrazzo floors 
• Sanding and smoothing of new cement floors 
• Breaking up permanent floor coating 
 
G680 is the perfect machine for diamond grinding of 
granite, marble and other stone floors. 

Floor Grinding/ Crystallizing Machine Floor Grinding/ Crystallizing Machine 



S380 S401 S510 P450 G680 U420 
Working width cm 43 43 43 43 43 510 

Operating speed rpm 165 165 165 380 165 1500 

Operating weight (w/o Detergent) kg 39 41 57 43 70 48.8 

Minimum height clearance  cm 23 25 27 25 27 28 

Sound level  dB(A) 60 60 60 60 63 56 

Power rating W 1000 1300 1600 1300 1600 1300 

Mains supply V / Hz 230 / 50 230 / 50 230 / 50 230 / 50 230 / 50 230 / 50 

Cable length m 12 12 12 12 12 12 

Scrubbing / Power Force “Super Wetting” Cleaner Polishing Super Coating Extra Durable Floor Finish 

Cleaning Easy Clean Heavy Duty Degreaser Sun Up Plus Spray Buffing Solution 

Power Plus Heavy Duty Germicidal Cleaner Stonekare MK2 Crystallization Solution 

HG Salene Hospital Grade Germicidal Cleaner MK3 Maintenance Crystallizer 

Action 130 Food Safe Cleaner Degreaser MF Premium Marble Finishing Powder 

Stripping Action 150 Super Polish Stripper GF Powder Granite Finishing Powder 

Action 150 S High Performance Stripper GF Solution Granite Finishing Solution 

Carpet Campaign Carpet Shampoo Concentrate  GF Restorer Granite Finishing Restorer 
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Technical Specifications 

S380 S401 S510 P450 G680 U420 Code 
1. Solution tank, 11 litres # # # # KC18167 

2. Floor pad holding disc # # # KC10618M 

3. Scrubbing brush, 0.7mm PP bristle # # # KC10594M 

4. Carpet shampoo brush, 0.4mm PP bristle  # # KC10595M 

    Carpet shampoo brush with adjustable plate # # KC10595M-AP 

5. Steelwool / floor pad driving disc # KC16801 

6. Diamond pads holding disc # KC16802 
7. Steel wire brush # KC10640M 
8. Steel blade scarifying brush # KC10642M 

9. Sanding pad holding disc # KC12994M 

10. Sanding pad (Coarse/Medium/Fine), 41cm/ 16” # KPAB-16016/24/60 

11. High speed pad holder # KC12970M 

12. Jumbo 41cm steel wool pad, snail - type - coarse  # KPKT-410S 

13. Texsteel 41cm steel wool pads – fine (12pcs/ carton) # KPMS-T160 

14. Black / Green / Red / Tan / White floor pad, 41cm/ 16” # # # # # KPGxx160 

15. Marble - Frankfurt Abrasive Diamond Pads   
      (#60, #120, #220, #400, #800, #1800, #3500) 

# 
 KVTD-xxxxA  

16. Granite - TURBO Flexible Diamond Pads (#50, #150,                                          
       #300, #500, #1000, #2000, #3000, Final Finish) 

# 
 KVXY-xxxx 

17. 20" blue UHS burnishing pads (box of 5) # KPA83200 

18. Paper filter bags (pack of 5) # SW608098 

Optional Accessories 

Recommended Chemicals 

KLENCO (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
18 Gul Crescent, Singapore 629527 
Tel: (65) 6862 3388   Fax: (65) 6861 7575 
sales@klenco-asia.com 
www.klenco-asia.com  
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*Similar to      , except with an adjustable plate to suit different carpet pile. 4 

Single Disc Floor Machines 
Designed To Perform, Built To Last 


